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8  An intriguing case 
8  The communicative tragedy 
8  Designers have a mission 
8  The story and the system 
8  A conceptual model 
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How to choose a rebuilding strategy? 
Mississippi delta 
 
Length: 3.734 km 
 
Drainage basin: 3.226.300km2 
 
Average dischage: 17.704m3/s 
 
Maximum discharge: 28.161m3/s 
 







New Orleans 1798 
1895 
Drainage Canals (1895) 
New Orleans 1895 
The development of a drainage system 


New Orleans: rigid protection structures, water is 
invisiblec 





2000 Extreme wet periods (pump) 
And circulating when dry! With recommendations per basin 
Using Designs and visuals Not only designs that work but that also add quality 
Not only designs that work but that also add quality 
New Orleans: rigid protection structures, water is 
invisiblec 
New Orleans is part of a larger system… 
       
       
     
 
 
    
     
          
      
       
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
        
      
       
      
        
      
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
       
        
   
      
       
       
      










        
     
         
        
      
     
 
        
The river switches west, robbing the St. Bernard 
Delta of its sediment. The resulting landloss 
creats the modern day chandaleur islands
       
        
    
         
       
Lake Pontchartrain is still dry land, the New 
Orleans crescent has not yet risen out of the Gulf 
of Mexico. What would become New Orleans is 
under water
The St. bernard Delta continues to grow, 
stretching as far east as the present-day 
Chandaleur Islands.
Sea level rises to its modern day elevation after 
melting glaciers, creating the small island known 
as ‘Pine Island’ and forms a bay which would 
become Lake Pontchartrain
300 years later the Mississippi river changes 
course towards New Orleans, pine island barrier 
enlarges westward and Pontchartrain bay keeps 
growing
The Mississippi River expands to the east, its 
sediment forms the St. Bernard Delta and 
encloses Pontchartrain Bay
         




… with a long history of delta development 
(nature and human) 
… with a long history of delta development 
(nature and human) 
       
       
     
 
 
    
     
          
      
       
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
        
      
       
      
        
      
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
       
        
   
      
       
       
      










Hurricanes Katrina and Rita have washed away a 
further 217 square miles of land
between 1932 and 2000, 2000 square miles of land 
dissappear due to construction of levees & jetties, 
canals and channels, land subsidence, saltwater 
intrusion, invasive species and sea-level rise
 
Humans and nature have cut away at Louisiana’s 
coastline
        
       
     
1,000 years later, the river again changes 
direction and turns east and south, beginning to 
create the modern birdfoot delta.
The city is founded in 1718: Three centuries of 
swamp draining and levee and canal building 
begins
        
          
        
 
       
       
 
         
       
         
  
       
       
      
        
       
  
700 more square miles could dissapear by 2020 if 




Where we focus on the water issues within the city 
boundary/ limits 
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8  Communicative tragedy: 
- Giving what individuals want now? 
- or: what they collectively need tomorrow? 
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8  Designers have a mission: 
- Listen to people 
- Listen to the site: past/present/future 
- Explore solution space 
- Educate the people 
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8  The story and the system: 
- every story 
- is interpreted against existing frames 
- and always transformed 
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8  Performance = 
Produce the stories people need to hear 
Resist telling what people want to hear 
